THE ART OF NETTING.—No. 59.

DOILY WITH NETTED BORDER.

Figure No. 1.—Use the small mesh and net 120 stitches around linen, and also 4 rounds with same mesh; next, with large mesh net 3 in every second loop of last round.

Sixth and seventh rounds.—Plain, with small mesh.

Eighth round.—Use small mesh, * net 9, put thread around mesh and repeat from *.

Ninth round.—* Net 8, thread around mesh, net 1 in large stitch formed by putting thread around mesh in the last round, thread around mesh and repeat from *.

Tenth round.—* Net 7, thread around mesh, net 1 in first of large stitches, net 1 in second of large stitches, thread around and repeat from *.

Eleventh round.—* Net 6, thread around mesh, net 3, thread around mesh and repeat from *.

Twelfth round.—* Net 5, thread around mesh, net 4, thread around mesh and repeat from *.

Thirteenth round.—* Net 4, thread around mesh, net 5, thread around the mesh and repeat from *.

Fourteenth round.—* Net 3, thread around mesh, net 6, thread around mesh and repeat from *.

Fifteenth round.—* Net 2, thread around mesh, net 7, thread around mesh and repeat from *.

Sixteenth round.—With large mesh net 3 in stitch made by first 3 stitches of preceding round; now, with small mesh net 9, * large mesh, net 3, small mesh, net 9, and repeat from *.

Net 9 rounds plain over small mesh. The doily is now ready for the points, which make thus: with small mesh net 3, skip 1, net 3, skip 1 and repeat.

Next round.—Use small mesh, net 2, skip to next group of 2 and repeat. Darn as seen in the picture.

Figure No. 2.—Use the small mesh and net 120 around the linen center also net 4 rounds with same mesh.

Next, use large mesh and net 3 in every 2nd loop; next, with small mesh, net 12 rounds.

Next net 6, thread around mesh, net 6, thread around mesh and repeat for round.

Next round.—Net 5, thread around mesh, net 1, thread around mesh, net 5, and repeat for round.

Next round.—Net 4; thread around mesh, net 2, thread around mesh, net 4, and repeat.

Next round.—Net 3, thread around mesh, net 3, thread around mesh, net 3 and repeat.

Next round.—Net 2, thread around mesh, net 4, thread around mesh, net 2 and repeat.

Next round.—Large mesh, net 3 in one; small mesh, net 5, large mesh, net 3 in one, small mesh, net 5; large mesh, net 3 and repeat.

Next round.—Small mesh, net 3 rounds.

Next round.—Net 3, skip 1, net 3, skip 1 and repeat.

Next round.—Net 2, skip to next group, net 3 and repeat. Darn as shown in the picture.

NETTED DOILY.

Figure No. 3.—Use the small mesh and cast on 14 loops. With the same mesh, net 3 rounds.

Next round, with the large mesh, net 6 in every 2nd loop. Next, 1 round of rose netting (for rose netting see our book on Tatting, price 50 cents or 2s.), then with the small mesh, net 1 round; next with the large mesh net 5 in every 2nd loop. Then with the small mesh net 3 rounds; next, 1 round of rose netting; small mesh, 3 rounds.

For the Points.—Net 7, turn; net 6, turn; net 5, turn; and so continue until there are only 2 loops left. There are 15 points. Darn the points and other parts of the doily as illustrated.

 PATTERNS BY MAIL.—In ordering patterns by mail, either from this office or from any of our agencies, be careful to give your post-office address in full. When patterns are desired for ladies, the number and size of each should be carefully stated; when patterns for misses, girls, boys or little folks are needed the number, size and age should be given in each instance.